The MMTK materials are intended to be used and shared freely by trainers working in development and civil society organizations such as telecentres, community media organizations and NGOs.

All MMTK materials are made available under one of the Creative Commons licenses http://creativecommons.org/. These licenses are intended to promote the sharing of materials, while retaining some copyright protection for the author.

Because the organizations who developed the MMTK training materials have different needs and work in different contexts, there is no blanket license which covers the distribution of all of the materials. Please check the copyright statement included with each unit to find out under what conditions you may reuse and distribute the materials.

Copyright provisions for this unit:

This unit is made available under the Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs-NonCommercial License.

Key License Terms:

**Attribution.** The licensor permits others to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work. In return, licensees must give the original author credit.

**Non Commercial.** The licensor permits others to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work. In return, licensees may not use the work for commercial purposes - unless they get the licensor's permission.

**No Derivative Works.** The licensor permits others to copy, distribute, display and perform only unaltered copies of the work - not derivative works based on it.

For the full license see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd-nc/1.0/